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The Trojan Defence

You’ve managed to arrest a suspect and a 
digital analysis of their machine supports the 
charges

However, they claim their machine was under 
the control of someone else

ie. the trojan defence
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Legal Precedence

Trojan defence has been successfully used in 
UK courts

prosecution could not prove no trojan 
horse was on suspects machine!

when trojans have been found, prosecution 
has had to rely on analysis of other 
artefacts and timelines to rule trojan 
interference out
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Some examples:
  http://www.out-law.com/page-3505
  http://www.out-law.com/page-3993
  http://www.out-law.com/page-3783 



Solution

Need to be able to identify good and bad 
software on a machine

known good/bad hashing databases

Need to be able to reverse engineer unknown 
or suspicious software

need to know extent of codes behaviour
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Trojan Horse
Malicious code disguised as legitimate 
software

No ability to replicate

Basically a delivery mechanism

payload is the code attacker wishes to run

payload could be keylogger, backdoor, etc.

Need to engineer target user to run trojan 
code
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Trojan Anatomy

Trojan = Payload + binder + Front-end
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0x0-0x400000 used for stack space (for each thread)
0x400000-0x7FFFFFFF(optionally, 0xBFFFFFFF) used for code, data and DLLs (these get 
loaded into upper memory area)
0xC0000000-0xFFFFFFFF used for kernel data structures etc.



Threads
Thread is basic executable unit

every process has at least one thread

Each thread has its own stack and local 
storage area

PEB holds data on a process in user space

double linked list data structure

EPROCESS and KPROCESS in kernel 
space

TIB holds data on currently running thread
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Stack Frame Layout
void manage_client(int s, char *saddr) {
 804899a:	 55                   	push   %ebp
 804899b:	 89 e5                	mov    %esp,%ebp
 804899d:	 81 ec 38 02 00 00    	sub    $0x238,%esp
  int processed;
  char buf[512], date[12];
  char *version = "v2009.03.14";
 80489a3:	 c7 45 f4 fe 8e 04 08 	movl   $0x8048efe,-0xc(%ebp)
  char *datecmd = "/bin/date +\"%d %b %Y\"";
 80489aa:	 c7 45 f8 0a 8f 04 08 	movl   $0x8048f0a,-0x8(%ebp)

...

Frame Initialization

Save old frame start

Create space for new frame

Save &version into frame

Save &datecmd into frame

low mem

high mem

EBP 4 bytes
ESP

ESP

ESP

EBP, ESPEBP

0xc0x8
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Since version and datecmd are initialized string pointers, they will be found in the Data area 
of process memory. This area of memory is not randomized when ASLR is enabled on the OS!


